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MICROWAVES

TOOLS
1. Tooth brush
2. Plastic knife
3. Cloths

PRODUCT
1.
2.
3.
4.

Glass Cleaner
Grout Cleaner
All-Purpose
Non-Abrasive
Scrub

TIPS ON TOOLS & PRODUCT
1. The toothbrush and plastic knife work on removing build up
on edges, in corners and crevices
2. Dwell time is what makes cleaning easier. Spray areas that
are in need of extra attention and let sit while you work on
other areas.
3. The Grout Cleaner does double duty as a “grime buster” and
disinfectant

BELIEVE IT OR NOT
These dots represent commonly missed areas
The back of the microwave where the vent is
The back of and sides of the door handle
The counter under the microwave, if it can be lifted with one hand it can be cleaned
The recessed edges of the glass

The edges and bottom lip of front opening
The inside of the door
The ceiling of inside the microwave

The inside corners and edges
Removing the tray to properly clean
The push action for opening door

Remove glass spin tray. Place in sink
and spray with all-purpose and let sit
Spray inside with all-purpose cleaner
and let sit for a few minutes.
Spray the outside with glass cleaner
(all-purpose if heavily soiled) and
wipe.
Use toothbrush to remove
build-up in crevices and edging.
Remember to clean the back as well.
Wipe and polish dry
Wash handle using toothbrush to get in the
crevices as needed
Polish glass and function area
Wipe cord and plug
Wash glass insert top and bottom with all purpose,
or soak in a sink of hot soapy water if necessary
Replace glass insert once washed and dried
When the microwave is located on a
shelf it is difficult to clean the sides
properly. Run your duster along the
top, sides and underneath to remove
dust and debris
Microwaves over stoves have a built
in vent and light system underneath.
Follow the same method for stove
vent explained in Just Stoves manual.

Grease and dirt build up behind microwaves. Spray a cloth with glass cleaner (heavy
build up, use all-purpose and wipe. Repeat if necessary. Polish dry

Neglected side of microwave fixed in minutes. Dip dampened cloth (sprayed with glass
cleaner) in to non-abrasive scrub and gently scrub out the grease and food spillage.
Spray area with glass cleaner and wipe. Polish dry

Melted plastic from bread bag fixed in minutes. Dip dampened cloth (sprayed with
glass cleaner) in to non-abrasive scrub and gently scrub out the grease and food
spillage. Spray area with glass cleaner and wipe. Polish dry

When it comes to metal vents, you
do not want to get your fingers in
there. The edges are extremely
sharp and can quickly split your skin
without you feeling it.
If the stainless microwave has never
had a conventional stainless polisher
used on it, you can get a shine like
this with just the glass cleaner and a
clean dry cloth to polish.
If you need to remove grease spots
from stainless, dip your cloth in to
the non-abrasive scrub and going
with the grain, rub in to stained
area. Use cloth dampened with
glass cleaner to remove residue
from scrub
If a conventional stainless polisher has been used the best way to easily polish is to
have a spray bottle of 1/3 cup of olive oil and filled with water. Shake and spray onto
cloth, wipe following the grain and then with a dry clean cloth, polish to a shine

DISHWASHERS

TOOLS
4. Tooth brush
5. Plastic knife
6. Cloths

PRODUCT
5.
6.
7.
8.

Glass Cleaner
Grout Cleaner
All-Purpose
Non-Abrasive
Scrub

TIPS ON TOOLS & PRODUCT
4. The toothbrush and plastic knife work on removing build up
on edges, in corners and crevices
5. Dwell time is what makes cleaning easier. Spray areas that
are in need of extra attention and let sit while you work on
other areas.
6. The Grout Cleaner does double duty as a “grime buster” and
disinfectant

BELIEVE IT OR NOT
These dots represent commonly missed areas

The outer edges where food spillage occurs quite often as well as under the function panel
The vent and recessed handle
The recessed edges of control panel
The kick plate

The control panel
The gasket/sealant where mould and dried
food linger

The edges, especially the food build up
around the scres
The handle, especially the back of the handle

Open door of dishwasher.
Spray
inside door and sides with all-purpose
spray. With the hand held scrub
brush, scrub all sides including along
top and bottom. Pay close attention
to crevices and the indented screws.
Spray gasket/seal area with allpurpose spray and scrub with hand
held scrubber
Wipe down inner door, gasket/seal
area and sides. Spray again and
polish dry

With a dampened cloth sprayed with glass cleaner
(all-purpose if heavily soiled) and wipe all outside
edges of dishwasher door, making sure to get in
between bottom of door and top of motor casing.
Do not forget to wipe kick plate.
Spray hand held scrubber with glass cleaner and
use to scrub vent and recessed handle area to
remove built up dirt. Wipe with a dampened
cloth(sprayed with glass cleaner) and polish dry
Wipe front of dishwasher and handle if applicable
with dampened cloth (sprayed with glass cleaner)

.
If the stainless dishwasher has never had
a conventional stainless polisher used on
it, you can get a shine like this with just
the glass cleaner and a clean dry cloth to
polish.
If you need to remove grease spots from
stainless, dip your cloth in to the nonabrasive scrub and going with the grain,
rub in to stained area.
Use cloth
dampened with glass cleaner to remove
residue from scrub

If a conventional stainless polisher has been used the best way to easily polish is to
have a spray bottle of 1/3 cup of olive oil and filled with water. Shake and spray onto
cloth, wipe following the grain and then with a dry clean cloth, polish to a shine

